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Perl/Raku Release and Other Picks

Perl 5.32 Released With Unicode 13.0 Support, Performance Enhancements [2]

Perl is out this weekend with Perl 5.32 as the latest version of this interpreted programming language.

Perl 5.32 introduces the isa operator to test whether a given object "is a" instance of a given class or derived class of it. Perl 5.32 also adds Unicode 13.0 support, script runs are no longer experimental, at least three security fixes, and several performance enhancements.

CY's take on PWC#065 [3]

There are a lots we can discuss besides coding... They are on public politics. (1) I just want peace, as many Ladakhis wish. I am a non-comformist buddhist and I did travel to Ladakh, I miss people there but I have been in debted to them. And Mohammad Anwar, our organizer of Perl Weekly Challenge, is an Indian. His (and Ryan's) encouragement and effort has been one of the factors keeps me code for PWC. (2) I have mixed feelings towards "PRC" (see Wikipedia if you haven't been thinking of a country yet), and I believe it is the mode of the feelings of "silent majority" in Hong Kong... (My online activity might get (or have been) cracked(i.e. disturbed by black-hat hackers) by expressing any positive feelings towards "PRC".)

Let go back to coding, a more rational place.

This had been a busy week for me, both from restaurant work, and responsibilities from hostel, therefore I thought I could just code and blog on Task #1. However, Task #2 is "lucrative" -- in the sense of difficulty -- , -- I could learn a lot from coding it --, -- if I coded it elegantly, I could show off my solution around --, I have finally coded a "dirty" solution and hope seeing
other PWC teammates' elegant solutions.


  Having missed the blog last week, I wanted to make sure it doesn't happen again. I did catch up the last week blog this week. How did I get time this week around? Well, I delayed Live Coding session for Perl and Raku until Sunday.
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